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The rst time you use this journal you will need to ‘Rename’ and ‘Save’ by clicking the title. After that, it will automatically save.

Important vocabulary
Bullying:
Unwanted, aggressive behaviour that
is repeated (or has the potential to be
repeated) over time
Cyberbullying:
Using electronic communication to
bully someone. Often through
messages in online chats.
Bystander:
Someone who has the power to
intervene or report bad behaviour but
doesn’t do anything to stop it.
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Upstander:
Someone who intervenes to stop and/
or report inappropriate behaviour or
physical conduct.
Netiquette:
The correct and polite way of
communicating with other people on
the internet

Block:
To help prevent an individual from
accessing your pro le, sending you
messages or contacting you.

Pillar 4. Kind
Respect each other - The power of online positivity
Get creative! Choose a task:

1. Capture your positivity energy with photo and
mark up tools.
2. Design your own Kindness Bank machine.
Turn positive messages to turn cash and
goodies!
3. Use the table to sort the comments between
‘accept’ and ‘block’.
4. Draw a positive mindset brain to help you
when stressed out online.
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👍 Accept

👎 Report and
Block

1. Mark up your kindness

Take a sel e of yourself and capture your positive vibes!

It’s your time to shine! Take a photo of yourself and use the Mark up tool to add kind
comments and emojis.

Add photo
here

😁 Top tip:
Use the Everyone Can Create
photo guides under Section 1
‘Everyday objects’ for more help on
using the mark up tool on the
camera app.
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2. Create your Kindness
Bank machine!

Write a kind message and deposit it into your bank
to see what you get!

Your avatar looks awesome!

£10 and 🤩 emoji

😁 Top tip: The better the
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compliment, the more reward!

3. Sort this stu out!

Read through the following messages and sort them
into the two columns

👍 Accept

Wow! Nice moves 👏

👎 Report and block

Join me and I’ll teach you a lesson!

Hey, earn free $ with me

Are you a baby?

Yo! You’re an idiot

I like your style 💃

ff

It’s7 Chris from school. Wanna join?

😡😡😡

😁 Top tip: Having regular
breaks every 30mins of gaming
will help you relax if your getting
stressed out or upset during
game play.

4. Draw your positive mindset brain
Think about all the positivity you need to stay happy online.

What things can add to your positive
online mindset?

Open Tayasui Sketches School
App to get started!

I’m tired, I’ll take a break.

‣

‣ I’m getting easily annoyed. Maybe I’ll try a
different game.
‣ I’m improving with practice.
‣ It’s only an online game, real life is more
important.
‣ Don’t say rude or nasty things- you’ll only
invite more mean comments back.
‣ It’s easy to move on. They are just one
block away!
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😁 Top tip:
Use the Everyone Can Create Drawing
guides under Section 3 ‘Doodle Art’ for more
help on sketching and annotating.

